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Abstract
Gamut mapping algorithms (GMAs) map all the colors

within the input image to colors reproducible with a printer. In
this paper we discuss a gamut mapping algorithm we’ve devel-
oped for a novel inkjet nail printer. The algorithm we used pre-
viously for this suffers from visible desaturation since it only ex-
ploits the part of the printer gamut that overlaps with the sRGB
gamut. To solve this issue, we add a step we call gamut alignment,
which enables the printer to fully exploit the entire printer gamut.
We show digitally simulated gamut mapped images to illustrate
that the proposed GMA indeed produced better saturated gamut
mapped images.

Introduction
Printing using any halftoning algorithm with a three colorant

printer assumes that the input images have been converted to CMY
(cyan, magenta, yellow) color space beforehand. In practice, this
is not straightforward due to two reasons. First, the colorants used
in printers do not have the same colors and thus the color space
transformation varies with each device. Second, even if we know
the color of the colorants in some device-independent color space,
there is no guarantee that the color we wish to reproduce can be
reproduced using the device, since the input color could be outside
the printer’s gamut.

Color management addresses these issues using two steps.
First, the colors within the input image are mapped to colors in-
side the printer gamut. This process is known as gamut mapping.
Second, after the colors are mapped to be inside the printer gamut,
they are converted to the CMY color space for the specific printer,
using the inverse table method module. In this paper, we focus
our discussion mainly to the gamut mapping module.

This paper is organized as follows. First we introduce the
gamut mapping algorithm (GMA) from [1] which our algorithm
was based on and discuss the motivation for our algorithm. We
then continue the discussion to introduce the main contribution
in this paper, gamut alignment, and its implementation details.
Lastly, we present some simulated gamut mapping results to il-
lustrate the advantages of our algorithm.

Y yCxCz color space
Gamut mapping is typically performed in a perceptually uni-

form color space. Perceptual uniformity refers to the property of
the color space that a unit distance in the color space for any di-
rection should represent the same perceived difference for human
observers ([2], p.113). A commonly used perceptually uniform
color space for gamut mapping is the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space,
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but it is known to cause incorrect tone reproduction with halftone
images [3]. Because of this, we choose the Y yCxCz color space
[3] for our work, which is a linearized version of the CIE L∗a∗b∗

color space.

Analogous to CIE L∗a∗b∗, the Y yCxCz color space is also
an opponent color space. Specifically, the Yy component is pro-
portional to the lightness, whereas the Cx and Cz channels form
red-green and yellow-blue opponent color channels, respectively
[3]. Hue h and chroma ch in Y yCxCz color space can also be
defined as below.

h = tan−1 Cz

Cx
, ch =

√
C2

x +C2
z (1)

Baseline gamut mapping algorithm
Our gamut mapping algorithm (GMA) was developed based

on that in [1]. The GMA in [1] performs gamut mapping in mul-
tiple steps. First, the lightness component of the source gamut is
compressed so that its range matches that of the destination gamut
(Figure 1). We modified this step of the GMA in [1] slightly
for our baseline. First, we only perform lightness compression
when the lightness range of the source gamut is not contained in
that of the destination gamut, to avoid stretching the lightness in-
stead of compressing. Furthermore, the black point of the sRGB
gamut (Yy,Cx,Cz) = (−16,0,0) is added to the source gamut be-
fore checking the lightness range if the source gamut only con-
tains light colors, to avoid the colors being mapped to excessively
dark colors. After that, the source and the destination gamut are
rotated and aligned with respect to the Yy axis, and both gamuts
are divided into hue slices, defined as all the points with hue val-
ues within some range [hk,hk +∆h) where k = 0, · · · ,71,∆h = 5◦.
For the destination gamut, the white point is defined as the color
of the media without any colorants, whereas the black point is
defined as the color of the print when the maximum amount of
colorants allowed by the printing system has been printed.

For compression, we use a piecewise linear compression,
also known as soft compression, following [4] given as

c =

 (1−λ )
cM

o
cM

i
ci +λci 0 ≤ ci < cM

o

(1−λ )
cM

o
cM

i
ci +λcM

o cM
o ≤ ci ≤ cM

i

(2)

where ci is the input value of the color component to be com-
pressed, cM

o and cM
i are the maximum value of the color compo-

nent for the destination and source gamut, respectively. λ is set to
be 0.75.
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Figure 1. Illustration of lightness compression step.

Next, the source gamut is compressed towards the Yy axis so
that it fits inside the bounding cylinder of the destination gamut.
After dividing the source and destination gamut into hue slices,
we approximate the points in the same hue slice as being inside
the same 2-D plane which contains the Yy axis and the chroma
axis. This allows us to refine the bounding cylinder compres-
sion as compressing the chroma values to be under the maximum
chroma value of the destination gamut in the hue slice (Figure 2).

After that, each point in the source gamut is compressed to-
wards the hue slice center. The hue slice center is defined as
(ch,Yy) = (0, Ymax+Ymin

2 ) for all hue slices, where Ymax and Ymin
are the maximum and minimum lightness values of the destina-
tion gamut after rotation and shift, respectively. For the hue slice
center compression, first we find the convex hull of the destina-
tion gamut for each hue slice, using the gift wrapping algorithm
[5]. Since the source gamut points tend to cluster together rather
than being evenly distributed, it requires a large amount of com-
putation to find the exact maximum distance from the hue slice
center to the source gamut points along a fixed direction. Instead,
we approximate the maximum distance by dividing the Yy axis -
chroma axis plane into 36 altitude bins according to the direction
from the hue slice center, as illustrated in Figure 3. For each al-
titude bin, it is assumed that the maximum distance from the hue
slice center to the source gamut points in the bin is constant. As
a preprocessing step, we go through the source gamut points and
record the maximum distance for each altitude bin in a look-up

Figure 2. Illustration of bounding cylinder compression step.

table. After that, when performing hue slice center compression
(Figure 4), we can easily find the maximum distance towards the
same direction by simply referencing the look-up table.

The step of compressing all the source gamut points toward
the hue slice center guarantees that all points in source gamut are
mapped to be inside the destination gamut. The last step is to
rotate and shift the source gamut back so that the neutral axis of
the gamut mapped source gamut aligns with that of the original
destination gamut.

While the baseline GMA in general generates good quality
gamut mapped images, it often results in the source images get-
ting severely desaturated, as can be seen in Figure 5. To under-
stand why this is happening, first note that the baseline GMA does
not move the colors outside the sRGB gamut. That is, the parts of
the printer gamut that do not overlap with the sRGB gamut do not
get utilized after gamut mapping. This is not ideal since a typical
hue slice looks like Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the black points illustrate the sRGB gamut
points, whereas the blue points illustrate the printer gamut points.
Note that there is a rather large region included in the printer
gamut but is outside the sRGB gamut. Since saturation is defined
as the colorfulness of the color relative to its brightness ([6], p.13),
i.e., the ratio between the chroma and the lightness of the color,
this region includes more saturated colors of the printer gamut in
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Figure 3. Illustration of the n-th altitude bin which includes the point P with

lightness value Yy,P and chroma value chP. The index of altitude bin n where

the point P belongs can be found as n = ⌊tan−1(
chP

Yy,P−Yy,center
× 36

π
)⌋.

the hue slice. This indicates that to get more saturated prints, the
GMA should be moving the colors to be outside the sRGB gamut,
which leads to our discussion in the next section of the paper.

Gamut alignment
As explained in the previous section, it is necessary that the

GMA move the colors outside the sRGB gamut in order to get
more saturated gamut mapped images. Therefore, we propose us-
ing a step we call gamut alignment instead of the bounding cylin-
der compression step in the baseline GMA.

Gamut alignment
We propose the gamut alignment step to move the source

gamut colors outside the sRGB gamut with the following proper-
ties:

• The sRGB gamut maximum chroma point for a hue slice
should be mapped to a point along the direction from the hue
slice center to the printer gamut maximum chroma point;
so that after hue slice center compression, the point gets
mapped to the printer gamut maximum chroma point. This
guarantees that after hue slice center compression, if the
source image included the maximum chroma point in that
hue slice, the point gets mapped to the maximum chroma
point of the printer gamut in the hue slice.

• The source gamut points along the neutral axis do not move.
This is to avoid mapping neutral colors in the source gamut
to non-neutral colors.

The gamut alignment step is performed in hue slices, so each
mapping is performed within the 2-D plane that represents the hue
slice. Let us shift the plane so that the hue slice center (0,Yy,center)
is the origin of the plane, and call the plane a hue slice plane. Let
us denote each point in the hue slice plane using (ch,Ys) where ch
is the chroma defined in Eq. 1 and Ys = Yy −Yy,center. Note that
shifting the plane does not alter the chroma components since the
hue slice center has chroma value of 0. Let us denote the sRGB
gamut point with maximum chroma value in the hue slice plane
as (chsRGB

max ,Y sRGB
s,max ). Let us define two unit length vectors uuu111 and

uuu222 in the hue slice plane as

uuu111 = (0,1), uuu222 =
(chsRGB

max ,Y sRGB
s,max )

∥(chsRGB
max ,Y sRGB

s,max )∥2
(3)

Figure 4. Illustration of hue slice center compression step.

Note that since uuu111 and uuu222 are linearly independent, they span the
entire hue slice plane. That is, any point ppp in the hue slice plane
can be expressed as ppp = a1uuu111 +a2uuu222, where[

a1
a2

]
=
[
uuu111 uuu222

]−1 ppp (4)

Now, let us denote the printer gamut point with maximum chroma
value in the hue slice plane as (chdest

max ,Y
dest
s,max). Let us define a third

unit vector uuu333 as

uuu333 =
(chdest

max ,Y
dest
s,max)

∥(chdest
max ,Y dest

s,max)∥2
(5)

Then, gamut alignment will map a point ppp in the hue slice plane
to

ppp′′′ = a1uuu111 +a2uuu333 =
[
uuu111 uuu333

][
uuu111 uuu222

]−1 ppp (6)

Note that this mapping indeed satisfies the desired properties for
moving the source gamut points. First, if ppp lies on the Yy axis,
ppp = a1uuu111, thus ppp′′′ = ppp. Second, for the sRGB gamut point with
maximum chroma value in the hue slice plane, ppp = a2uuu222, thus
after mapping we have ppp′′′ = a2uuu333, so the mapped point is along
the direction from the hue slice center to the printer gamut’s max-
imum chroma point in the hue slice plane. An illustration of the
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Figure 5. Illustration of desaturation issue with the baseline GMA in [1]. On

the left column are the original input images, whereas on the right column

are the gamut mapped images generated with the baseline GMA. The de-

saturation is evident in the rose petals of the top row images and in the sky

of the bottom row images.

Figure 6. A typical hue slice for sRGB and printer gamut, after lightness

compression.

gamut alignment step for a point ppp in the source gamut is in Figure
7.

The effect of gamut alignment step for a typical hue slice
is illustrated in Figure 8. Note that in the figure, the black points
illustrate the sRGB gamut points in the hue slice, whereas the cyan
points illustrate the printer gamut points in the hue slice.

Figure 7. Illustration of gamut alignment for a point ppp in the source gamut.

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of the gamut alignment step on
the GMA. Note that while the images in general are more satu-
rated as expected, the bottom row images show that false contour
artifacts occur when the gamut alignment step is naively imple-
mented without any postprocessing. This leads to our discussion

Figure 8. A typical hue slice before and after gamut alignment.

of blending-in in the next section.

Blending-in to address false contour artifacts
As seen in Figure 9, naively implementing gamut alignment

results in false contours in the gamut mapped images. This is be-
cause of the discontinuity occurring near the edges of each hue
slice. Unlike the baseline GMA, gamut alignment moves points
aggressively, which makes the discontinuity significantly more
visible in the resulting gamut mapped image. Furthermore, an-
other discontinuity issue occurs due to the use of altitude bins in
the hue slice center compression step, which also results in visible
artifacts when used in GMA with the gamut alignment step.

To address the discontinuity issue, we propose blending-in as
a postprocessing step of the hue slice center compression step of
the GMA. For this, first we perform gamut mapping to the source
image up to the lightness compression step. Then, we assign two
hue slices per each point, instead of one, to perform the following
steps as described below:
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Figure 9. Simulated gamut mapping results using naive implementation of

the gamut alignment step. Left: source image, middle: baseline GMA result,

right: GMA with naive gamut alignment result.

• hue slice 1 = ⌊(tan−1(Cx
Cz
)+π) · 36

π
⌋

• η = (tan−1(Cx
Cz
)+π) · 36

π
−⌊(tan−1(Cx

Cz
)+π) · 36

π
⌋

• If η ≥ 0.5, α = 1−η +0.5, hue slice 2 = ⌊(tan−1(Cx
Cz
)+π) ·

36
π
⌋+1

• If η < 0.5, α = η + 0.5, hue slice 2 = ⌊(tan−1(Cx
Cz
)+ π) ·

36
π
⌋−1

Figure 10 illustrates the step described above. In the case of
the point ppp in Figure 10, hue slice 1 will be s1 in the figure. Since
the point is to the left with respect to the center of the hue slice s1,
η < 0.5 in this case, so hue slice 2 will be s0 in the figure.

Figure 10. Illustration of finding hue slice 2.

After hue slice 1 and hue slice 2 are determined for each
point in the source gamut, gamut alignment and hue slice center
compression steps can be performed twice using hue slice 1 and
2 respectively. If a point ppp gets mapped into ppp111 using hue slice 1
and ppp222 using hue slice 2, we can find the final mapping result ppp′′′

as ppp′′′ = (1−α)ppp111 +α ppp222.
As explained previously, the hue slice center compression

itself also has to be modified to address the discontinuity issue in
the use of altitude bins. We can apply a similar strategy to address
the discontinuity issue with the use of altitude bins as well, as
below:

• bin 1 = ⌊tan−1( ch
Yy−Yy,center

) · 36
π
⌋

• α = tan−1( ch
Yy−Yy,center

) · 36
π
−⌊tan−1( ch

Yy−Yy,center
) · 36

π
⌋

• If α ≥ 0.5, bin 2 = ⌊tan−1( ch
Yy−Yy,center

) · 36
π
⌋+ 1, β = 1.0−

α +0.5

• Otherwise, bin 2 = ⌊tan−1( ch
Yy−Yy,center

) · 36
π
⌋−1, β = α +0.5

• Compute the two center compression results using bin 1 and
bin 2 as altitude bins to get two mapped results ppp111 and ppp222

• The final mapped result is computed as ppp′′′ = (1− β )ppp111 +
β ppp222

Figure 11 shows the results of gamut mapping with or with-
out blending-in. Note that the false contour artifacts get sup-
pressed when we add the blending-in steps, as expected.

Figure 11. Simulated gamut mapping results illustrating the need for the

blending-in steps. Left: GMA with naive gamut alignment, middle: GMA with

gamut alignment & hue slice blending-in but without altitude bin blending-in,

right: GMA with all the blending-ins.

Results & Conclusions
In this section we present a comparison of the baseline GMA

and our proposed GMA. For this purpose, a set of simulated
gamut mapped images using the baseline and proposed GMA are
shown in Figure 12. Note that for input images with white back-
ground, the background gets mapped to a gray color, which is
the same as the measured color of the paper that we used in our
experiments.

Comparing the simulated gamut mapping results, we can
draw the following conclusions:

• Comparing the results from the baseline GMA and our pro-
posed GMA, we can see that our proposed GMA provides
better saturated results.

• While our proposed GMA increases saturation for the gamut
mapped images, it does not overly enhance saturation and
generate visually unpleasant images. For instance, the fe-
male figure’s face image in the second row of Figure 12
shows that in the result from our proposed GMA, the fe-
male’s skin color is still reasonable despite the overall en-
hanced saturation.

To summarize, we proposed a novel GMA that generates
better saturated gamut mapped images compared to the baseline
GMA in this paper. We first investigated the cause of desatu-
ration in the baseline GMA and made two important observa-
tions: first, the baseline GMA does not fully utilize the printer
gamut, and second, the part of the printer gamut that the baseline
GMA does not utilize includes the most saturated colors within
the printer gamut. To utilize the previously unused part of the
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Figure 12. Comparison of the baseline and the proposed GMA using simu-

lated results. Left: input image, middle: baseline GMA result, right: proposed

GMA result.

printer gamut, we propose replacing the bounding cylinder com-
pression step in the baseline GMA with a new step we call gamut
alignment, which moves the points in the source gamut outside
the sRGB gamut. This step potentially introduces false contour
issues, which comes from the discontinuities due to how we di-
vide the printer gamut into hue slices. Thus, we added multiple
blending-in steps to ensure that the artifacts are successfully sup-
pressed in the final gamut mapped images.
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